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Remember when you were a child and someone asked you
what you wanted to be when you grew up? For me, the
answer was always easy to come by.
Ever since I was a little girl, I wanted to become a teacher. Growing up in
Sprague, Wash., I always looked up to my teachers. I thought they were so cool!
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Now, I am on my way to getting to the head of my own class - to realizing
that dream. This fall, I started my sophomore year at Eastern where I am
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seeking my bachelor's degree in elementary education. Someday, I hope to

Letters, Comments, Queries

teach first or second grade.
I'm already getting a lot of experience. During the school year, I work at
Cheney Middle School helping kids with their homework. It's a chance to
get a real-world look at my future profession. And I am enjoying my college
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experience. I like how Eastern is fairly small. I really like my academic advisor
Supporting EWU

(Mindy Melville). I play intramural basketball.
As I continue my college career, I am mindful of the fact that I would not
be here were it not for the generosity of you, our alumni and friends. I am
fortunate enough to have received an alumni scholarship. It helps relieve a
financial burden that may have kept me from getting a higher education.

For information about making a gift to Eastern,
please contact the Office of Alumni Advancement
E-mail:
Phone:
Write:

I would like to personally thank those of you who have contributed to
alumni scholarships. You have truly started something big. You are helping
students achieve their academic goals and become successful in life.
What's my something big? To graduate EWU with an elementary teaching
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EASTERN, a magazine for alumni and friends of Eastern Washington
University, is published in fall, winter and spring by University Marketing
and Communications and mailed free in the U.S. to alumni of record.

degree, so I can become a great role model for all my students to look up to.
Thank you for giving me that chance.

A complete online version of this issue is
available at www.ewu.edu/eastern magazine

\ ,} EASTERN
Stacie Shields, EWU sophomore
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Letters to the

Editor

Editor's note: Eastern Washington University reserves the right to edit letters for
space, content and material of a potentially offensive nature.

More To The Story
My husband and I were heartsick and I, his wife, was somewhat taken
aback when reading the article about the Red Barn in Eastern magazine.
It would appear that nothing happened of consequence to that building
until the Police Department occupied it.
In 1975 the Barn was saved from demolition. One day, my husband,
Horace Simms, professor of biology, passed the old Sutton Mansion and
saw that it was being torn down. He spoke to a workman who said, "Yes,
this is coming down and the old barn goes next!" At that point, Dr. Simms
marched directly to then College President Emerson Shuck's office and
convinced the administration to defer the demise of the Barn. In 1976,
the building was revived physically. The Barn was cleaned, painted and
a new roof installed. Coinciding with the Bicentennial Celebration of the
Founding of the United States of America, my husband organized the
teaching program called the "Red Barn Project:'This program featured a
return to some of the earlier practices of the country, e.g. organic gardening, composting, food preservation and home arts. The project utilized
the help of the older citizens of Cheney and the vicinity. No mechanical power was used in this project - all work was done by hand. Incidentally,
it received a sendoff by David Brower, former president to the Sierra Club, by visiting our campus and speaking to the student body. The concepts
carried out in this educational program were in advance of what is currently being promoted by today's environmentalists. This should be the REAL
story of the Red Barn, pointing up the accomplishments of the faculty members and students who participated in it.
Sincerely,
Katherine Simms

Saving The Red Barn
Linda Hagen Miller's history of the Red Barn (spring/summer Eastern magazine, 2007) did not include the dramatic story of the saving of the barn.
We have the Red Barn today principally because of the efforts of one biology professor who rallied support to reverse administrative plans. We wish
to add our observations to the record .
The Sutton farmhouse and barn were slated for demolition in the early 1970s. Dr. Horace (Dode) Simms saw the house being bulldozed, and
called one of us at home. Together we went to the site, interrupted the razing and talked with the driver. He told us that he had instructions to knock
down just the house at that time, but expected orders to destroy the barn shortly.
Dr. Simms had long admired the quality and craftsmanship of both buildings, and immediately set to work to save the barn. He reconstructed
its history, organized grassroots support and made numerous presentations to college and community organizations. He succeeded in getting a
reprieve for the barn.
The early 1970s were a time of severe gasoline shortages, and older alumni will remember the national concern about our over-reliance on cheap
energy. Dr. Simms made the Red Barn the centerpiece for an experimental program using the old skills, kn owledge and crafts from the days before
mechanized, chemically dependent agriculture. We recall students planting an organic garden near the barn, and courses
teaching the practice and science of mulching, composting and biological pest control. The Cheney recycling program
started here.
When the urgency of the oil shortage abated after a few years, interest in the program gradually waned. But by
this time, concern for the preservation of historic buildings had grown. The barn had a new roof, a coat of red paint
and other repairs. The Campus Police needed bigger quarters, and it was remodeled for their use. The Red
Barn was there for them because of Dode Simms' vision and hard work.
Ray Hamel, professor of computer science
Judy Hamel, community and environmental activist
Bruce Lang, professor emeritus of biology
Ken Swedberg, professor emeritus of biology
Lee Swedberg, Womens Studies Program, director 1983-1998
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On the Road with

_Magazine _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Eastern Magazine Travels to ,~Te~<HeiglitS...

.. . and Goes Great Distances
In June 2006,

Eastern magazine landed in The Gambia, West

Africa. That's where alumna Katherine Crowley ('06 BS biology)
is living and working as an agro-forestry Peace Corps volunteer.
Crowley was sharing all the wonderful news about Eastern with
some young members of her host family.

This Could Be You!
Randy Brawner ('81 BA business management and finance)
took Eastern magazine along as he raised funds for the
Mark Rypien Foundation while caddying with Australian
PGA Tour Player Ewan Porter in the 2007 British
Open at Carnoustie, Scotland. He says it was "an
amazing experience - once in a lifetime and
very cool to be in between the ropes!"

WHERE IN THE WORLD will Eastern magazine next be sighted? That's up to you. Eastern alumni
are invited to send in photographs of themselves holding up the current issue. Please include some
information about yourself with your submission. At least one picture will be used in the next magazine.
Due to space constraints, we may not be able to publish every submission, but the extras will be posted
on the alumni website at www.ewu.edu/alumni. Send to: easternmagazine@ewu.edu or Eastern
Magazine, 300 Showalter Hall, Cheney, WA 99004-2445. Happy travels!

--Eaglegram-----Eastern Gets New Athletics Director
In 20 years as an administrator in collegiate athletics - including the last
three at Baylor University- Bill Chaves has learned some important lessons.
"Emphasize what you do have and not what you don't have;' is one of the philosophies
he brings to Eastern Washington University as the school's new athletics director.
Chaves was introduced on Friday, Aug. 17.
"I think Bill Chaves is going to be a tremendous asset for Eastern;' said EWU President
Rodolfo Arevalo. "I am impressed by his versatility and dynamic approach to how he goes
about his business. It is a testament to his quality that he emerged out of a very strong
finalist pool for the athletics director position:'
"I believe he will be a strong uniting influence, both inside the department and externally
with our alumni, donors and fans;' he added. "I am excited to see him begin that effort:'
Chaves, 41, comes to Eastern after three years as an associate athletics director for
external affairs at Baylor University. He has vast experience in marketing and development
at several schools, including two years at Northern Colorado (1999-2001 ), which became a
member of the Big Sky Conference in the 2006-07 school year.
"I'm extremely excited about this opportunity to serve Eastern Washington University
and the campus community;' Chaves said. "Service to our student-athletes, alumni
and friends is of primary importance. I look forward to connecting with people, both
internally and externally, as we move forward with the goals and initiatives of our athletics
program:'
Chaves and his wife, Liz, have a daughter, Erin (7), and two sons, Derek (4) and
Kevin (2).

New Eagles Men's Basketball Coach Vows Return to Prominence
Just three short years ago in 2004, the Eastern Washington University men's basketball
program was basking in the glow of playing in its first-ever NCAA Tournament.
Now, it's the job of new Eastern head coach Kirk Earlywine to return the Eagles to prominence
after three EWU seasons that yielded a collective record of 38-49. In the 2006-07 season, the Eagles
had their string of consecutive Big Sky Conference Tournament berths snapped at nine.
Earlywine, who was officially introduced as head coach in June, has a little recent history on his
side in that effort.

"The last three years in the Big Sky, the team that won (the regular season conference title) and
hosted the (six-team) tournament was not in the tournament the year before;' he explained, citing
the success of Weber State (2007), Northern Arizona (2006) and Portland State (2005). "I don't see any
reason why we can't make it four in a row and be hosting the Big Sky Tournament at Reese Court next
March. The players who are returning are good enough:'
Besides competing for the Big Sky title, Earlywine is even more focused on the academic efforts of his players.
"One thing I made very clear to the players and to the committee in the interviews, and to Dr. (Rodolfo) Arevalo, is that players' academic wellbeing will be my number one priority for them;' he stated. "It's one area I won't compromise. I am pretty flexible in terms of offenses and defenses
and what happens on the floor - I believe you have to be as a coach - but I am not flexible in any regard of academic effort. Not necessarily
academic accomplishment, but effort. I will not compromise in that regard:'
Earlywine comes to EWU after spending one season as the top assistant coach at UNCWilmington - his 21st as an assistant at the NCAA Division
I level. He also spent the 1995-96 season as a head coach at Pfeiffer University in Misenheimer, N.C.
His 22-year collegiate coaching career includes seven seasons at Weber State, where he worked as associate head coach on the staff of Joe
Cravens. The Wildcats won 116 games while Earlywine was there - the most in the Big Sky in that span.
Earlywine's first full-time post came in 1987-88 under the colorful Rick Majerus at Ball State. He worked two seasons for Majerus in Muncie,
Ind., including an outstanding campaign in 1988-89 that featured the Mid-American Conference title, a 29-3 record and a first-round victory over
Pittsburgh in the NCAA Tournament. Earlywine then followed Majerus to Utah in 1989-90 and stayed four seasons. Earlywine said the lessons
learned under Majerus can be valuable to Eastern.
"We need to defend a little bit better, and we will do that. Coach Majerus is a terrific defensive coach and, as I told the players in the interview,
I was smart enough in the six years I spent with him to keep my mouth shut and my eyes and ears open. I learned an awful lot from him and
hopefully I'll be able to translate that knowledge to the players. It's not necessarily important what I know; it's what I can get them to know:'
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Stuckey Goes Pro
A love affair that started long ago with the
Detroit Pistons became a reality this summer
for former Eastern Washington University
basketball standout Rodney Stuckey.
The NBA team selected Stuckey as the 15th pick overall
in the draft, which took place June 28 at Madison Square
Garden in New York City. He becomes EWU's highest draft
pick ever (just the second in school history), and was also
the second-highest selection in the 44-year history of the Big
Sky Conference. He was even picked higher than Spokane's
favorite son and NBA All-Star, John Stockton .
For Stuckey, who had two spectacular seasons in an EWU
uniform, it was a dream come true, but one that was hard to
imagine for the player nicknamed "Hot Rod."
"I couldn't imagine myself at Madison Square Garden, let
alone being selected in the NBA Draft," said the soft-spoken
and humble Stuckey to ESPN Radio shortly after the
pick was announced .
"(It was a dream) for me and my
family," he continued. "We've been
through a lot. I'm just blessed
to be here in this situation right
now."
Eastern's only previous NBA
draftee is Ron Cox, a sixth-round
draft choice by the Cleveland
Cavaliers in 1977. Although he never
played a game in the NBA, Cox will
remain as EWU's all-time leading scorer
with 1,741 points as Stuckey finished
his career fourth in school history with
1,438 points.
The only other first-round draft
choice in the 44-year history of the
Big Sky Conference was Michael Ray
Richardson from Montana. He
was the fourth pick overall by
the New York Knickerbockers in
1978.
Stuckey was an All-American
at Eastern - athletically and
academically - after averaging
24 points per game in each of his
two seasons. He helped EWU win 30
games in two seasons and had a 3.34
grade point average.

Fall 2007
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Professor Pens High-profile Column
After 1O years of writing essays for the Chronicle of Higher Education,
Rachel Toor, EWU assistant professor in the Inland Northwest Center
for Writers, has landed her own monthly column in the publication.
Toor's column - advice to writers on publishing, editing and writing - will appear
the last Friday of each month in the Careers section.
Toor, a nonfiction writer, says the response to her column has been "shockingly
gigantic." The questions range from pleas for editing assistance to pleas for advice
regarding literary presses. Toor spends at least an hour each day simply responding
to the column-generated e-mails .
With years of university press experience under her belt, first at Oxford and later
at Duke University Press, she feels she has something to offer writers. "Since I'm not
working as an editor anymore, I have no self-interest when I respond to writers;' she
said . "I feel honored to do it."
But Toor isn't one to simply offer useful criticism; she seeks it as well. In fact, she
spent the summer revising a manuscript that four of her undergraduate students
said needed work. "I guess I taught them to be good readers," she says with a laugh.
Toor hopes to share her expertise with University faculty and staff as well. She's
working with the Teaching and Learning Center and EWU Press to offer writing
workshops for the next academic year.
(Toor is the author of The Pig and I: How I Learned to Love Men Almost as Much as I Love My Pets, and Admissions Confidential: An Insiders
Account of the Elite College Selection Process. Learn more by visiting her website: www.racheltoor.com.)

Arevalo Makes
Education His Mission
Eastern Washington University President
Rodolfo Arevalo joined Washington
Governor Christine Gregoire and some
40 delegates from around the state on an
education mission to Mexico in July.
Hosted by the Department of Community, Trade
and Economic Development (CTED), the visit was
designed to help Eastern and other higher education
institutions in the state of Washington recruit
international students, establish partnerships with
schools and set up exchange programs for their
own students.
On the trip, President Arevalo signed a
partnership agreement with Universidad Aut6noma
de Guadalajara, Eastern's higher education
counterpart in Mexico.
"This is another wonderful opportunity for
Eastern to cultivate more international relationships
that can result in exchange programs and a sharing
of ideas," said Arevalo."This isn't just about recruiting
international students, it's also about strengthening partnerships and sharing ideas:'
State offic ials say such missions aren'tjustgood for higher education , but are vital to tou rism, investment and global competitiveness
- resulting in millions of dollars in sales fo r Washington farme rs and businesses.
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EWU Ushers in a New Era in Spokane
As part of its plan to enhance Eastern Washington University1s
presence at the Riverpoint Campus in Spokane, the University
completed the sale of its Spokane Higher Education Center.
The downtown Spokane building was sold this summer for $3.4 million to Real Estate Advisory
Services, Inc., of Portland, Ore.
In 2006, Eastern received permission from the Legislature to sell the Spokane Center and use
the proceeds for design work on a new facility at the Riverpoint Campus, just east of downtown
Spokane.
"While this sale marks the end of an era for Eastern at one Spokane location, it also signals
the continuation of our ongoing efforts to bolster the University's Riverpoint strategy;' said EWU
President Rodolfo Arevalo. "The construction of a new Riverpoint building will help establish
Eastern as a solid community partner, as well as strengthen our commitment to our health
science programs:'
The Spokane Center first opened in 1983 and housed several key programs, including
Journalism, Alcohol and Drug Studies, Creative Writing and the EWU Press. However, as Rive rpoint
continues to grow, many of those programs are being moved to the so-called "U-District:' Some
programs have been relocated to the Cheney campus.
During the transition, Eastern is leasing space at Riverpoint. Ron Dalla, who has bee n with Eastern since 1970, is serving as the new
executive dean of the Riverpoint Campus on an interim basis. He will help guide the University's efforts to enhance its presence in Spokane.
Dalla was interim provost and vice president for Academic Affairs since April 2005. Previously, he was dean of Graduate and Undergraduate
Studies and has extensive experience in strategic planning. At Riverpoint, he will be responsible for the administrative leadership and day-today operations of EWU's Spokane campus.
"I am very excited about this opportunity and t he challenges it presents;' said Dalla. "I look forward to assisting EWU in the development
of its Spokane programs and services:'

PHASE I
CLASSROOM B
WSU Spokane
Interdisciplinary
Design Institute
• Archih:cturtt
• landic.,ptt Architecture
• Interior Oe,;gn
• Con,-t r ull iun Manol~l~mt.'nl
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igh-flying Eagle
By Kandi Carper

ol. Bob Boucher's friends at Lakeland High School
in northeast Pennsylvania always wondered why he
never came home for holidays after he graduated.
"I told them I was going to college in Washington. They just

There's really no typical day on the job, Boucher says. One

assumed I meant D.C., a five-hour drive away;' says Boucher. But

week he may make eight trips with the president, the next week

Boucher was thousands of miles away in the state of Washington

only one.

- earning his bachelor's degree in design technology at Eastern
Washington University.

The Marine One helicopters are considered national assets and
are protected by armed guards 24/7.

"I decided to go to Eastern mostly because of the cost and I
could claim residency because my dad lived there. He was retired
from the Air Force;' says Boucher, who went on to graduate from
EWU in 1989. Along the way, he discovered Eastern was much
more than just a good value. In fact, his education helped him
eventually land in that other Washington.
In 2003, Boucher ended up in Washington, D.C., serving as a
Marine One pilot for the Presidential Helicopter Squadron. He's
one of a handful of pilots responsible for flying President Bush and
the first family to their destinations.
Boucher spent an entire year learning how to deal with topsecret information. A Marine One pilot starts out as a copilot and
serves for four years.
EWU grad Lt. Col. Bob Boucher peers from the cockpit of
Marine One as President and Mrs. Bush exit.
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Boucher has enjoyed his assignment as a Marine One pilot. "I
have lots of great stories, and my job is truly a blast;' he says.
He will never forget his first flight as a copilot. First Lady Laura
Bush couldn't get the restroom door opened. Thinking it was

in Cheney. He worked full time as an auto mechanic in Spokane
while completing his studies. He fondly remembers camping and
fishing on the weekends, the beautiful autumns and going to EWU
football games.
His favorite classes were metallurgy (the study of the physical

locked, everyone scrambled to find a key. They discovered there
isn't a key for the door. "It's embarrassing to tell the first lady to just

and chemical behavior of metallic elements) and Tech 101.
"Eastern provided the perfect education for a pilot;' says

pull harder;' says Boucher. "To make matters worse, once the Secret
Service helped her get the door open, the light didn't work and

Boucher. "My years in the tech department were so great. I got

she had to use a flashlight:'

such a good background:'

During the 2004 election campaign, Boucher copiloted the

Boucher entered the Marine Corps through EWU's Platoon

helicopter that took the president from one rally to another across

Leaders Class Program and was commissioned a second lieutenant

the country. "He'd say, 'Are we there yet? Can't you make this

after he graduated. He spent six months in Iraq in 2003, before

thing go faster?"'

being assigned to HMX-1, serving as the operations officer,

"Laura Bush is just as nice as she seems. They both thank us for

executive officer and Marine One pilot.
Boucher has compiled more than 5,700 mishap-free flight hours.

our service every time and they really make you feel appreciated;'

His personal decorations include the Meritorious Service Medal,

says Boucher.
Boucher, 40, was born in Anchorage, Alaska. He's lived in several
cities throughout the United States. His dad's side of the family is

Air Medal with V and Navy and Marine Corps Commendation
Medal.
While Boucher's assignment with the president was scheduled

from Yakima and he lived there and in Spokane and Tacoma while

to end in August, it's an experience he'll never forget. One that's

growing up.
Although his work now has him rubbing shoulders with the

provided him with some great memories- memories he'll take with

leader of the free world, Boucher looks fondly on his simpler days

him as he heads off to Okinawa, Japan, for his next assignment. E

Everyone can start something big ...
It is not my "something big" I want to share. It is my son, Morgan's "something
big" I want to share. Last week he was i n my office and saw my little red box

on my desk, and as any 9-year-old would do, he grabbed it and said, "What is
this?" I explained that it was a red box and it could represent many things to
many different people. It could hold dreams, hopes and desires for anyone who
put those thoughts, goals and aspirations into it. I asked him, "What would you
put in it?" He thought about it and said he wanted to put a home run in it for
his baseball game that evening . That evening he was playing his game when
in about the fourth inning, he hit the ball way out into left field. He ran with all
his might and made it around the bases and across home plate before the other
team could reach it. It was an exciting moment for all of us. About 10 minutes
later, he ran up to me in the bleachers beaming from ear to ear and whispered,
"Remember what I put in the red box this afternoon?" I realized at that moment he got it. He understood the importance of setting goals
and stating his wishes and then experienced the rewards so fully. It was a great moment in a mother's life. Thank you for providing the
"Red Box" teaching moment.
-Karen Wichman, director, EWU Facilities Services

start
.
something

big

<(11.

Now it's your turn to tell us what's big to you:
Share your something big at www.ewu.edu/start

?t

~~ ~~~!~~
start something big
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"Alternative Spring Break" is not
your traditional fun-in-the-sun,
party-hardy spring fling. This
past March, 10 students and two
staff members traveled to the
New Orleans area for EWU Career
Services'first annual "Alternative
Spring Break:' Their mission: To
help rebuild and restore hope
to those affected by Hurricane
Katrina. EWU alum Kendra Selle

S

ome things in life you just never imagine yourself doing, and then, there
you are. That was the case during spring break 2007.
Never before had I imagined I would be in New Orleans with a group

of relative strangers, mentally prepared to drywall and gut homes for a week. But

there I was. I stepped out of the plane and into Louis Armstrong International
Airport ready for an adventure. Little did I know that the drastic change in humidity
was just a small adjustment in comparison to what we were about to experience.
Two members of Community Collaborations International (CCI), a volunteer
placement organization, picked us up at the airport around midnight. They

('03 BA psychology) went on the

reminded us of hippies from the '?Os, with dirty clothes and friendly personalities.

trip as a career/academic advisor

We threw our luggage into the back of their pickup and piled into the truck, a rental

from Career Services. As Selle tells

We got lost on the way to our spring break home, dubbed Camp Hope, so our

it, the trip was a life-changing

of the gate. It included a drive through parts of the infamous Ninth Ward. It was

experience, one that gave the
students and staff a chance to learn
the importance of reflection, social
justice and civic engagement.
12
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minivan and a random taxicab. The adventure had begun.
misfit caravan received an impromptu tour of the remnants of Katrina right out
absolutely devastated and nearly abandoned. In my mind, it resembled a ghost
town from a horror film . There were broken windows at every turn, imposing red
X's splashed on fronts of houses and cars tossed about by the storm, left upended
in the streets. Those haunting images told us our task was as important as ever.
About eight miles east of the New Orleans city center, in St. Bernard Parish, we
fou nd Camp Hope, an elementary school turned volunteer camp. Camp Hope was

I

filled with trailers (with showers) in the parking lot and hundreds
of pallets of canned FEMA water (rumored to be filled with filtered
swamp water) in the gymnasium.The walls consisted of metal framing
with Sheetrock covering one side. Our "bedrooms" were classrooms
filled with 20 makeshift bunk beds. The bathrooms led to a septic
system that flooded daily due to overuse. Some people actually
preferred to use the row of Porta Potties lined up in the courtyard. We
ate donated food and sack lunches. The closest open business was a
small convenience store - a 15-minute walk from camp.
Because our group had previous training in drywall installation, we
were assigned to work with Project Hope, a small, grassroots group
of volunteers who live in a house with no running water (something
they do by choice to feel more connected ~o the victims of Hurricane
Katrina). They promised a more personal and rewarding experience.
Before that day, I'd only seen people like the Project Hope volunteers
in the movies. They were from all different backgrounds - a young
musician from Chicago, an old construction foreman from Illinois, an
ex-convict from Florida, a spoiled college boy from Massachusetts
and other characters from everywhere else in between.
As we set off to work the first day, they pointed us to a shed full
of work boots. Some of us were a little put off by the idea of wearing
other peoples' boots, but by the end of the week, I found a favorite
pair that I hid in the corner of the shed.
We helped drywall a man's house. He was right in there helping us
out. It was fun to watch the group problem solve and challenge each
other to cut the right-sized pieces of drywall and hold them up to the
ceiling while the one person drilled. I think we all had a great sense
of accomplishment after that first day, but also an awareness of how
much hard work there really is to do there.
The next day we were assigned to clearing a field and creating a
compost pile in an empty lot where a home once stood. Katrina had
washed the structure away.The foundation ?f the house was visible, but
was surrounded by fences completely covered in two-year-old flood
debris. As we dug into our work, we discovered random household
items - small reminders of the many lives Katrina stopped in her tracks
- a plaque from 1981 , a bowling ball, a cross, a stuffed rabbit. Rumor
had it that someone from camp actually found a dead body here the
Fall 2007
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week before. It gave us pause, but didn't deter
us from the job we came to do.
We used dull machetes and axes to
break down stray branches and cut down
overgrown bushes, and we raked leaves and
grass to create our compost pile. Most of our

To: Dr. Arevalo

April 6, 2007

Eastern Washington University
Showalter Hall
Cheney, WA 99004

days involved some type of heavy labor. We
cleaned out houses layered with toxic black
mold; mudded and taped drywall; fed, walked
and cleaned animals at a beauty salon turned
makeshift animal shelter; and we cleaned a
museum. The work was not without obstacles.
One day, a couple of us set out to pressure
wash a gutted house, but arrived to find the
$400 dollar pressure washer had been stolen
by looters.
Everyone was so appreciative of our work.
One night in New Orleans, a man paid for our
dinner. On our last night, some of the locals of
St. Bernard Parish threw us a party in one of
their gutted homes.
As I reflect back now, I realize that our
experience is something we will always carry
with us. I worked with and for people I never,
ever thought I would meet and probably will

Dear Dr. Arevalo,
I am writing you today offering my thanks for the opportunity to worn. with the
student volunteers of Eastern Washington University in New Orleans this March. As
I'm sure you are aware, in the wake of hurricane Katrina the situation in Louisiana is
critical, and your students ·and staff leaders truly made a difference in St. Bernard
Parish during their stay. Having participated in leadership training with over 7,000
persons from diverse communities, including staff members of EMC Corporation,
Pacific Life Insurance Group, Merrill Lynch, and many Student Bodies from across
the country, it is my privilege to inform you that Eastern Washington University
stands as· the best group I have worn.ed with. Their willingness to worn. and
unflinching dedication to the task at hand was an inspiration.
Congratulations to you for the excellent education you provide, and for the
outstanding pool of talent you have assembled. I would ask that you please
recognize Mary Kate Hawkins, Kendra Selle, Sara Beverly,Joni Merrell,
Preston Jones, Josh Hall, Whitney Pfeifer, Amber Rhodes, Brittany Bobbitt,
Karla Sanchez, Neal Harris, and Edgar Noyola for Outstanding Service in
the Field of Disaster Relief. The State of Louisiana and the city of New
Orleans has benefited in no small way from their hard worn. and commitment
to aiding those in need.

never see again. That world once so far away
from mine is now so very close. It's a place
where people still face daily hardships and
challenges. Challenges we were able to witness,
but will surely never fully comprehend. E
-Kendra Selle

(Career

Services

is

planning

a trip

to

Nicaragua for spring break 2008 to help bui ld
a school. Anyone interested in participating
or supporting the program should contact
Career Services at 509.359.6365 or e-mail
careers@ewu.edu.)
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Project Coordinator
Community Collaborations International
26 Brastow Ave.
Somerville, MA 02143
rizzutid@earthlink.net

ff) n 'Christmas Day 2006,
(I/ ~rivratsky surprised his

wife

Kathy with a very specia I gift, a $100,000
endowed scholarship in her honor.
Kathy and I both graduated from EWSC in 1969.
We have been together for 43 years, the majority
of which Kathy has devoted herself to helping
others communicate. Over those years, I have
seen countless people come up to Kathy, in various
locations, and thank her for her help. Kathy always
changed jobs as we moved from place to place in
the military. Stories of her abound. She is totally
selfless.
Perhaps the most touching story, though, Kathy
herself told me, after she was no longer moving
and had the benefit of working with children for
several years without interruption. She was often
in the villages of Alaska working with Alaska native
children. One day she told me of a neat experience
she had. After working with a child for several years,
the child was finally able to look at her mother and
tell her, for the very first time, that she loved her. I've
never forgotten that. I can hardly think about it now

EASTERN
W.\S I-O'.N<.1'0N 1/NIYliRSITY

without choking up a little. I can't imagine anything
more gratifying, for the child, for the parent, or for
the dedicated speech pathologist who enabled
such communication to happen.
Kathy has touched many other lives in similar
fashion. I think the scholarship is appropriate,
not only to recognize Kathy, but also to inspire
others to seek careers resolving communication
disorders and help improve the lives of even
more people. Kathy is indeed my hero, but she
is also the hero of many others. Her profession is
a great one. I hope the scholarship creates more
heroes like Kathy.

For information about creating your own scholarship or Legacy gift with the
EWU Foundation; contact: Michael Westfall, VP for University Advancement
EWU Foundation Office
127 Hargreaves Hall
Cheney, WA 99004-2413
509.359.7430
mwestfall@ewu.edu
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start something big

Professor Emeritus of Education Bruce Mitchell sees an
alternative to "drill and kill" teaching strategies

B

A

C

D

E

C)C)C)C)

Jeff Mitchell ('87 BA international
studies, '91 .BA education)

u7::.afeteria at Ocotillo Elementary School was packed with students, teachers, parents and other
uests. The performer singing on stage was Alyssa, a visually impaired young lady with a once-in-atime voice. She was an alumna of Ocotillo, a Title I school in Palmdale, Calif.
Waiting to go on was a remarkable jazz quartet consisting of
a talented tenor sax player named Ronni, his son Josh (an Ocotillo

own. But that's how the fun at Ocotillo started.
As a Title I school, Ocotillo enrolled many students from low-income

alumnus) on bass, a fine keyboard player named Dathan, and a sixthgrade teacher and drummer who doubles as my son Jeff.

severe as those that beset Joel, but many of them had experienced

Jeff and his students had taken the lead in an educational effort
at Ocotillo that culminated in this musical fundraiser. It became a

firsthand the problems associated with poverty.
From a DVD supplied by SHSKI, the sixth-graders learned that Joel

challenging, creative attempt to rise above the so-called drill and kill

not only needed a piano, but also lived in a house that was badly in
need of repair. When they became aware of the severity of Joel's plight,

backgrounds. These students might not have suffered conditions as

education spawned by the dominance of low-level cognitive testing.
Jeff's class had discovered an exciting charity called Students

they decided to take action. They set out to raise enough money for

Helping Street Kids International (SHSKI). Through SHSKI, they

some house repairs and a piano.

learned about a young boy in Brazil named Joel who was considered
a piano prodigy. But, as the students found out, Joel had one really

In order to raise the money they would need, the students
brainstormed different strategies. They eventually settled on a school

big problem: He had no consistent access to a piano, and, as a victim

festival, which they dubbed Pantherfest after the school's mascot. In
organizing the festival, the students left no stone unturned. In addition

of grinding poverty, he wasn't likely to acquire an instrument of his
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or federal level, are made on the basis of such tests. And much of the
funding that now goes to support these tests and the preparation for
them might once have been used to support field trips, music and art
programs, and other valuable curricular and cocurricular offerings.
Clearly, the learning demonstrated by the students who organized
Pantherfest cannot be measured directly by machine-scorable
standardized tests. Measuring such higher-level learning requires
different kinds of assessment. In the current climate, the critical question
will ultimately be whether the creation of a school festival, such as the
one described here, will translate into solid test results.
Many teachers have chosen to "teach to the test" because of school
district requirements that leave them little time for crucial curricular
topics that are not tested formally. And while drill and kill teaching
strategies may help raise test scores, there is increasing evidence that
conscientious and committed teachers who provide a comprehensive,
exciting classroom curriculum will produce test results that surpass
those of the drill and killers. Happily, the test scores of Ocotillo students
continue to be among the best in the district.
However, the aspect of this tale that is perhaps most significant
for educators is the manner in which the Ocotillo students took
responsibility for much of their own learning. This was a venture they
will never forget, and these young people will undoubtedly derive far
more from the learning activities surrounding Pantherfest than they
will from any mind-numbing drill and kill procedures directed solely at
raising test scores.
The attendance at Pantherfest was much better than anyone
anticipated. In the end, Joel received $1,300 for his piano, along with
$400 to help repair his house. And the sixth-graders learned that it's
worth caring about all people on the planet who suffer from poverty.
They learned that it is possible to do well by doing good. E

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Bruce Mitchell was a professor in
to the benefit show, which also included a hand drummer and a variety

EWU's Department of Education for

of other performers from the Ocotillo school community, there were
food booths and a raffle for door prizes.

and codirector of the Satori Camp for

Working on this project called on the considerable range of talents
and abilities that a motivated class of sixth-graders - with the help of
friends, families and teachers - can muster.
Most of the door prizes, for example, were solicited by the sixthgraders from local businesses. Armed with an "official letter" from their
teacher, they approached local merchants and asked for donations of
various kinds. Of course, along with accepting the donations came the

more than 30 years. He is a cofounder
gifted junior and high school students,
which is held every summer on the
EWU campus in Cheney. Mitchell is a
noted researcher and author in areas
of creativity, gifted education and
multicultural education. He is retired

obligation to organize the raffle and account for all the donations. In
addition, the students sent thank-you letters to all whose generosity

and living in Oxnard, Calif.

made Pantherfest possible, including those who performed in the

(pictured at left with students), has

benefit.
Consider what is entailed by the apparently simple decision to offer a
range of food - for profit - at Pantherfest. The students had to research

graduating from EWU (the second

His son, alumnus Jeff Mitchell
been teaching for 16 years. After
time) in 1991, he worked for a year

rental fees for such gadgets as snow cone and popcorn machines. Then
they had to decide how much to charge if they were to make a decent

at Columbia High School in Hunters,

profit. A better introduction to the real-world value of mathematics
would be hard to imagine.

High School in Spokane for a year

How does an extended project such as Pantherfest fit in with the
current press for high achievement as measu red almost exclusively by

he's taught just about every grade

performance on high-stakes tests that are machine-scorable? After all,

Wash. He subbed at Lewis and Clark
before moving to California, where
level over the past 14 yea rs.

most decisions about education today, whether at the district, st ate
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By Chris Malmberg

0AZZ

l!e.(i-e..s nArHibn1f HitA.S1tre. AnA tne. .sneet
Hilt.Sic bn tne .stAnA. A ,S tne re.spbn,Se. tb
ce.nt1trie.s bf riiiA ctA.s.sicAt Hilt.Ste tnAt CAHit
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ienre.s tnAt Arb.St tAter bn1 tike rbck AnA rAp.
}!;1tt tett A ~itter.s /An tnAt it inf11tenceA
ne.r tAvbrite P.AnA-1 Anl! .sne Hi tint iet Anir1t
ibbl! i AZZ witt AtWA1t.S pbtttrize. Jt i.s nbt
reP.ettib1t.S. Jt i.s re6ettibn HiAAe vi6rtttibn.
That is why students who come to Eastern's jazz camps are already dedicated. Even in middle school,
campers are learning to love an art form that demands commitment. These are prospective students,
potential alumni. It is not unrealistic to look at a camper in eighth grade and picture him 30 years from
now, returning to EWU as an alumnus to play a concert for future music majors. Whatever can be said
about it, jazz is a love that's hard to flush from the system.
Many campers, like 12-year-old Peter Solano from Pasco, Wash., have
returned for a second year.
"I listen to basically almost everything;' says Solano. He is tall for his age,
lanky and a little reserved. When the subject of music comes up, though,
he opens up. "When I first soloed, I was so nervous. I'm better now. Not that
nervous, anyway:'
Solano considers Eastern a destination university for the study of jazz, and
he considers jazz to be a central aspect of his future.
"I will come back:'
EWU Music Department Professors Rob Tapper and his wife Kristina
Ploeger started the Jazz Dialogue Summer Camp in 2001 with 41 high school students. By 2007, camp
attendance had jumped to 135 in addition to 45 middle school students who were part of a new, separate
camp. The staff-to-camper ratio is excellent, with 20 counselors for the middle school camp and 40 for the
high school camp.
"What we offer the kids gets stronger and stronger every year;' says Tapper. He and his wife are looking
to improve the format for the final parents' concert, and maybe add a reception. Overall, however, the
program is "suffering" from excessive vitality.
"We could probably take 10 more high school students;'saysTapper. More than that would compromise
the one-on-one campers and faculty members appreciate.
The idea for the camp grew out of the annual Jazz Dialogue Festival where alumni, guest musicians
and students play together over a three-day period. More than 1,000 people attended in 2006 (five times
the turnout of 1999), and 55 schools were involved. Next year, Jazz Dialogue 2008 will also host an Alumni
Jazz Reunion (keep your ears open for more information in the coming year).
Even after they've graduated, jazz brings EWU alumni back to their alma mater. No matter where life
takes them, the music eventually calls them back. E
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1.

Bandana
black or red
$5.95
Polar Fleece Blanket
black or red
$35
Nalgene®32 oz.
EWU Bottle
assorted colors
$72.95
Odyssey Travel Mug
red

$10.95
Cafe Mug
black or red
$70.95
Mom Coffee Mug
$70.95
Dad Coffee Mug
$70.95
Pinstripe Button-down
Woven Shirt
black or red: 5-XL $35
XXL $37

9.

Crew Neck Sweatshirt
black, red or charcoal: 5-XXL
$33

16. Flex-fit Cap
black: 5-XL
$25.95

10. Hooded Sweatshirt
black, red or gray: 5-XXL
$39

17. Fitted Twill Cap
black, red or white: 6¾-7¾
$17.95

11. Women's Warm-up
Jacket black or red: 5-XL
$43

18. Low Profile Cap
black, red or white
$75.95

12. Women's Warm-up Pant
black or red: 5-XL
$36

19. Dad's Cap
black or red
$ 73. 95

13. Pennant 18"x24"
$24.95

20. Flex-fit Cap
black or charcoal: 5-XL
$17.95

14. Pennant 14"x36"
$7 8. 95
15. Pennant 9"x24"
$8.95

21. Assorted Sport-specific
T-shirts gray: 5-XXL
$9. 95
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22. Reversible Striped Short
black or red: 5-XXL

J

$27
"r.Jr

23. Hooded Sweatshirt
black or red: 5-XXL

$59
24. Hooded Sweatshirt
black, red or gray: 5-XXL

$42
25. Women's Long-sleeve
T-shirt black, red or gray

$21
26. Hooded Sweatshirt
black or white: 5-XXL

$43

I

J

27. Sheer T-shirt
black, red, gray or white: S-XL

$9.95
28. Cheer Short
black, red or gray: 5-XL

$70
29. Adidas T-Shirt
black or red: 5-XXL

$77
30. Sweat pant
black or gray: 5-XXL

$19

Jerod Grant, Senior
ASEWU Council
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l

22. Reversible Striped Short
black or red: 5-XXL

$27
23. Hooded Sweatshirt
black or red: 5-XXL

$59
24. Hooded Sweatshirt
black, red or gray: 5-XXL

$42
25. Women's Long-sleeve
T-shirt black, red or gray

$27
26. Hooded Sweatshirt
black or white: 5-XXL

$43
27. Sheer T-shirt
black, red, gray or white: 5-XL

$9.95
28. Cheer Short
black, red or gray: 5-XL

$70
29. Adidas T-Shirt
black or red: 5-XXL

$7 7
30. Sweatpant
black or gray: 5-XXL

$79
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Jerod Grant, Senior
ASEWU Council
Position #2

31

31. Trailer Hitch Cover
$39.95
32. License Plate Holder
$7.95
33. Eagles Blend Coffee
$8.95
34. Plush Swoop 1O"
$9.95
35. Plush Swoop
Keychain6"
$5.95

38. Sweatpant
black, graphite or gray:
S-XXL $32
39. Short-sleeve T-shirt
black, red, gray or white:
5-XXL $9.95

44. Zipped Hooded
Fleece Sweatshirt
red or graphite: 6-12M,
12-1 BM or 78-24M $22

40. Hooded Sweatshirt
black or gray: S-XXL
$29
41. Kids Zipped Hooded
Sweatshirt black or red:

12M,2Tor4T $27
youth S-M $31

36. Plush Swoop 18"
$36.95

42. Youth Double-sleeved
T-shirt red: S-XL
$20

37. Hooded Sweatshirt
black, red or graphite:
S-XXL $42

43. Hooded Sweatshirt
black or red: S-XXL
$29

Order Online www.bookstore.ewu.edu
Toll Free 800.524.5124

Dave Meany, EWU Media and
Campaign Communications
Specialist, with his wife, Heidi,
and their daughters Kathryn,
Hannah and Genevieve
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Mexicans in North Central Washington
By Jerry Garcia ('87 BA liberal studies and '93 MA history), Arcadia Publishing

Mexicans in North Central Washington is a rich and comprehensive look at the history, customs and
contributions of Mexican communities in north central Washington.
Garcia explores the story of the people and their existence and contributions with the help of University
Archives, newspaper articles and local and regional museum collections. But most powerful in capturing
the heart of the story are the more than 200 photographs included in the book, images that express in
single moments the significance of the time and events in a way words cannot.
Though the initial movement of Mexicans into the Northwest began in the 19th century, when Mexicans
came to eastern Washington from California as hired mule drivers in the mule trade transportation industry
(making them some of the earliest settlers in the region), the arrival of large numbers of Mexican people
to north central Washington began in large part in the early 20th century. As dams and canals brought
irrigation to the region and the mobilization for WWII left the state of Washington with a labor shortage,
Mexican labor recruitment expanded from southwest America to the Pacific Northwest. In time, permanent
Mexican communities were established in the area. Garcia traces the lineage of these communities,
explaining the migratory existence they followed and illustrating their commitment to preserving their
cultural traditions and ties to their homeland. Every aspect of the culture is explored, from spiritual practices
and beliefs to family life to the warrior spirit responsible for the Latino contribution made to our country's war effort.
The archival photographs are commanding, depicting the progress and growth of the railroad and agricultural industries in Washington as they
showcase the lives of the people who came to work in those industries.

Unconscious Business
By J. Mike Dunn ('70 BA business), AuthorHouse

Part analysis of today's increasingly greed-driven business climate and part prescription for what to do
about it, J. Mike Dunn's book Unconscious Business draws on Dunn's nearly 40 years of experience in business
management to evaluate the state of the business world today and suggest the antidote for what ails our
corporations.
Dunn identifies the problems that plague today's corporations, considers the reasons behind them, and
offers valuable insight on how to begin mending rifts between businesses and employees, and corporations
and consumers.
Until he began his second career as a writer, Dunn's four decades of work experience included "12 jobs, five
layoffs, two 'I quit' episodes, a total of 83 months of unemployment and countless sleepless nights:' The man
knows his business. Dunn's book takes a hard-edged look at the snowball effects of greed, the loss of corporate
ethics, the arrogance and instability that exist in management and the "legal cesspool"that burdens today's
workplace. He points out there is much to learn by looking back, as well as much we can do to better the future.
Dunn's material is enhanced by his engaging, storytelling style, and chapters are punctuated with
entertaining anecdotes from his own experiences, as he addresses the conditions responsible for the breakdown
in the infrastructure of the business world and looks ahead to the future of corporate America.

Get Real
By Bryan Bogue ('79 BA music percussion and performance)

Latin inspired, jazz-infused and theologically informed, Bogue's latest CD features 13 tracks of
smooth moves and melodious tunes. This is the kind of music that complements a moment,
enhances it, as opposed to say, music that interrupts and announces itself. Listening to Bogue's
unique sound and arranging style is an auditory treat that leaves the listener rejuvenated.
Bogue, whose day job is teaching music at Salk Middle School in Spokane, writes original
music and rearranges personal favorites, including a mix of contemporary inspirational music. "I
have my own project recording studio, so I'm able to do the things I want to do and release the
music I want to make;' says Bogue.
Bogue is joined on the CD by fellow EWU alums Daniel Cox ('89 BA music), Rick Westrick
('80 BA music) and Mark Ivester ('78 BA music), all on drums; Paul Raymond ('81 BA music)
on Brazilian percussion and Angus Nunes ('97 BA education) on bass. Danny McCollim, who
serves as adjunct faculty in EWU 's Department of Music, plays keyboards. "I pick tunes I've
grown up enjoying and rearrange their style," Bogue says. "I am particularly pleased with my
arrangement of/ Love You Lord on the CD. I'm friends with the person who wrote the song, and her daughter sings on the track. It's kind of
lik~ coming full circle:'
Bogue has played for the Spokane Symphony for 32 years, and Bogue, Raymond and Nunes also play together in a Caribbean soca and reggae
band, Moko Jumbie, which plays various parties and conventions in the Spokane area. Find a listening link to his CD at
www.web.mac.com/BLBogue.
If you are an Eastern or Cheney Normal School alum or faculty member and have written a general interest book or have a music CD on the
market (self-published works will be included if space allows) and would like to have it considered for inclusion in Eastern magazine's Sights and
Sounds section, please send it (along with your contact information) to: Eastern Magazine, 300 Showalter Hall, Cheney, WA 99004-2445.
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Fullback is on the Ball ...
On the Field and in the Classroom
By Chris Malmberg

fullback Alexis
Alexander's day is as long
and full of obstacles as •t~
a football field.
·.~
He wakes up each morning on his own
one-yard line.
"My day starts at 5," says Alexander.
"I'm out of the door by 5:20. I just throw
my clothes on and leave." He has no
time for anything else. Between 6 a.m.
and 7 p.m., Alexander is either lifting,
going to class or studying. He was last
season's offensive player of the year,
and he's preparing for an even better
performance this time around. Y~1 {~ e

,

time he spends lifting does not det~ ;fr
from his studies. Electrical engineering

.·•·•

is a demanding major, nearly impossible
for students who have no time td,\'d evote
to it outside of class. Alexander }is in his
senior year, and he is excelling. •
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Alexis was selected by Kansas City in the 18th round
of the 2001 Jun• Free Agent Draft out of Medical Lake
(WA) High School. He appeared in 36 games for Gulf

'

(

Coast last season.

Q

2

N

0
0

N

- ~S--pokane Indians
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••

his to play at the college level. When the Royals
first drafted him, Alexander's mother made sure
they included in his contract a full ride to the
college of his choice after he decided to quit the
minor leagues.
Having met some electrical engineers while
playing

baseball, Alexander thought he'd try

that. He attended WSU for two years, playing as
"Alexis recognizes that there's life after football,"

a linebc:1cker for the Cougars. Alexander wanted

says Computer Science Senior Lecturer Stuart

to play fullback, and when the opportunity to fill

Steiner. Alexander was one of his students during

that position opened up at Eastern, he decided

summer quarter. The two have become easy

to transfer. His timing was perfect. EWU had just

friends.

established an electrical engineering program.

Alexander moved when he was 5 from a bad
neighborhood

in

Cincinnati

to

live with

Set to complete the requirements for his major

his

in fall 2008, Alexander needs to fill up his schedule

grandparents in Medical Lake, Wash. From an early

with classes the next two years he's eligible to

age, he excelled in sports, especially football a_n d

play football for EWU. Not interested in letting

baseball. He set his high school's home run record

his mind slip, and having yet to fumble, Eastern's

his junior year while maintaining a .577 batting

fullback wants to hit the end zone of his college

average.

career running.

"My junior year is when the scouts really got
interested," he says. Interested is a modest word.
The Kansas City Royals offered to draft him out of
high school, and Alexander accepted. They nabbed
him in round 18 to play in their farm system,
starting out in Orlando, Fla ., and playing in several
places across the country including Spokane. "It
was a great experience."
But baseball did not fulfill Alexander. Football
was his passion, and it had long been a dream of

Come see Alexis Alexander and the rest of the
Eagles football team in action this fall. Go to
for schedule details.
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n May 8, Eastern Washington University's College of Business and
Public Administration and The Center for Entrepreneurial Activities

recognized Desautel Hege Communications as its 2007 Entrepreneur of the Year.
Eleven of the firm's 15 employees are Eastern graduates, including longtime

former

Spokane

television

reporter Tobby Hatley. Recently,

How did the business get started?

Hatley brushed the dust off

CHER: Literally on a bar napkin up at Priest Lake. That's when our founder, Jim Desautel,

his reporter's notebook and
sat down to interview two
of his bosses - partners Cher

first conceived of the company. Jim had accomplished so many things in working in the
government sector and he was looking for a new opportunity. We chatted with potential
clients and felt that if we did go into business, we would have a certain amount of work. That
was the summer of 1995. We considered where the startup money would come from, what
we had in savings and thought it was possible. Our first clients were Avista and the Colville

Desautel and Michelle Hege

Tribe. I was helping him on the weekends. We just started out with a little plan on the napkin

(also both EWU alums) - to find

and that was what we had. So we self-funded for a while and knew we could weather it for
a while. I mean there were months, it was tough, we didn't have very much in the business

out what makes Desautel Hege

account when we hired Michelle.

so successful and how an EWU

MICHELLE: Cher was the relationship I had because she had been my mentor at my previous

degree helped them get ahead.

job and a terrific boss. I knew they were starting a business really interesting to me, so I told
them, "As you grow, please keep me in mind:'They needed an employee, so I was the first
employee. I had a lot of confidence that the agency would do great things. I thought "this
is going to be big:' Jim had a vision, he saw the opportunity in the marketplace, he knew
Spokane was underserved from the public relations in an integ rated communications model.
He had owned an ad agency before, and he saw an opportun ity to bring together PR and
marketing. He knew from talking to businesses that there was an opening for this.
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The Eastern Connection:
The following Desautel Hege
employees graduated from EWU.
Cher Desautel '94, '98

Alli Benjamin '04

Jim Desautel '94, '96

Stephanie Bast '03

Michelle Hege'95

Tobby Hatley'78

Sara Johnston '98

Nick Lawhead '07

Lisa Cargill '03

Casey Barratt '06
Searri Shipman '89, '92

Desautel Hege
Communications partners
pictured left to right: Sara Johnston,
Andrei Mylroie, Cher Desautel,
Jim Desautel and Michelle Hege.

What makes Desautel Hege so successful?
CHER: We ask ourselves that so many times and I think it is the personal

What's your best advice for those looking to start their
own businesses?

relationships and the personal touch, and I think it's a willingness

MICHELLE: I think the number one thing is getting experience in

to respond to the cl ient's needs and bring a lot of tools to the table. I

companies and getting experience in entrepreneurial companies. So doing

think it's less important that this is a marketing tool and this is a public

internships, even volunteer work, and it doesn't have to be a corporate

relations tool, than bringing what the client needs at any one time. We

setting - some nonprofits are very entrepreneurial - but I think getting

ask ourselves, "Is this what the client needs? How are they going to view

hands-on experience in that environment and having mentors who have

this?" Jim brought all that to the table, he would never B.S. a client. He

that experience. I think in our community, there's more and more of that

tells them what they need to know, not what they want to know. It's all

available through schools like EWU, through things like Connect Northwest,

about the quality of the work. Good enough was never good enough

there are a lot more places were entrepreneurs are coming together. It's

here. We really look at that. Is this really some!hing they couldn't have

also about risk tolerance, that sums it up for me. Can you handle the risk?

done on their own or thought of on their own? We're fun to work with,

If so, you get the highest rewards. You get to see the fruits of your labor. In

we're flexible, but it comes down to the quality of work.

our environment, you know your impact at the end of every day. Did I add
to the bottom line today, did I add value today or not, and what am I going

How did an EWU education help your career and
business?
MICHELLE: For me, EWU is where I fell in love w ith consulting. Jeff
Stafford (associate dean, College of Social and Behaviorial Sciences)
was my advisor in the Master's in Communications Studies Program,
and he did some consulting. One of the ways he taught students
was to take consulting projects in the community and use teams of
students to do those consulting projects. One of the first projects I
worked on with Jeff was a public affairs audit for what's now Greater
Spokane Incorporated, and as soon as I did one project with him, I
knew that's what I wanted to do, and EWU is also how I met Cher,
because I interviewed Cher for my thesis at EWU, before she hired me.
EWU provided those connections.

to do differently tomorrow? And that's exciting to me.

CHER: I think it's kind of about a gut check, is this really right for you?
The people that I've met over the years, family and friends, I'm always
struck by who might do well as an entrepreneur and who should never
do it because they would go crazy. You never know exactly what your
paycheck is going to be. If you're lucky, it exceeds your expectations,
but if you're in it for the long run, you know that you have better been
a real good saver in other years and been real thoughtful about what
your priorities are because you might have to pay for things for a long
period of time from the rainy day fund, and people aren't ready to do
that if there's this kind of entitlement expectation. That's OK, but it's really
hard to have a full entrepreneurial mindset from that expectation. The
gut check is key: If I don't get a paycheck for six months, can I survive, can

CHER: Jeff Stafford is amazing, and his dedication to connecting

my family survive or is it divorce-city and the kids go crazy and am I going

students to the business community is unlike any other. He is the one

to be really unhappy? Because that's what it takes. E

that encouraged me to finish my graduate degree. EWU was so creative
in putting it together. It was not an easy time for me, I had a small child,
but I was able to get that degree.
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Words of Hope for the Forgotten Victims
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By Teresa Conway

A' ccording to corrections officials, as many

~~~

as two million people are locked up in
America's prisons and jails. And while their

incarceration provides justice for victims of crime,
it has an unfortunate residual - the creation of
more innocent victims.

An estimated seven million children wait for someone behind
bars. It's an often forgotten population. One that an Eastern
alumna is hoping to shed some light on.
"Children affected by parental incarceration are disadvantaged
in so many ways;' says Linda Gaffney ('91 MS clinical psychology).
"Whatever misdeeds have led to a parent being imprisoned, it is
the kids who are left impoverished and alone:'
Gaffney's concern for children of incarcerated parents grew
from her daily work. As a staff counselor with the Washington
Department of Corrections, she works closely with those who
work directly with prisoners. One evening, Gaffney was talking
with women who sort and read mail coming into a west side
corrections facility. The women were clearly impacted by the
children who wrote letters to their dads. Gaffney was touched by
the women's concern for the children.
"I began to wonder if the children of incarcerated parents are
thinking their dads and moms are in places like they see on TV,
where officers beat up on prisoners, and sneaky deals are occurring all the time, and dramatic escapes and other wild, violent
things;' says Gaffney. "The women who read mail confirmed that
children write about their fears and concerns, and the biggest
concern is that their daddy might not ever come home. Since
about 98 percent of all people who are incarcerated do return to
the community, this is not something most children should fear:'
So, to ease those fears, Gaffney decided to write a book about
what life is like in prison, without the drama of television mixed in.
The result was My Daddy Does GOOD Things, Too!"
"I hoped it would help calm the fears of some of these children
who wait for a parent, and worry about his or her safety;' says
Gaffney.
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The book tells the tale of Matt and Marcie, twins whose father
is incarcerated. Their teacher, Miss Reedy, assigns the class to "draw
their dreams:' While other children show pictures of rainbows and
roller coasters, Matt and Marcie show pictures of prison. As they
share the drawings, their classmates naturally want to know: What
happens in prison? Is your dad safe? How does he spend his time?
"The answers Matt and Marcie offer bring all of the children
closer to understanding what it means to make mistakes in our
community;' says Gaffney.
Gaffney says the book is not meant to create sympathy for
criminals. "I read the paper and see what crime has done in the
larger community;' she says. "I'm horrified by the damage done
because of addiction, greed and lack of self-regulation:' But,
Gaffney says, "throwing away the key" isn't the answer. "I know that
many members of the general public would like to forget about
incarcerated people, and to never think about the children and
other family members that are left behind. Unfortunately, those

My Daddy Does

families are far more likely to confront all the problems of poverty,

GOOD Things~Tool

Photo courtesy Karen
Hunter Associates

which are bad enough, but they'll also do that under a great deal of
[A note from the author:

stigma and prejudice that make individual success more difficult:'

Two

For Gaffney, it comes down to a basic concept: Kids want to be

former
Aberdeen's

inmates

proud of their parents. Gaffney says she doesn't want children to

at

romanticize the missing parent, and subsequently romanticize

Creek Corrections Center,
Nickalas

anything about prison or crime. But she says it is crucial children

Stafford

Goettling,

23,

have some age-appropriate information and some true, within

, and Undra Dabney, 41,

the level of their ability to process it, information about what

created the illustrations

incarceration is.

in the book (seen in this

"Unless we do something to help these families, we'll continue to

article). Proceeds beyond cost of production go to support

pay for prisons and the much more expensive human costs of crime,

Read-to-Me literacy programs, which allow incarcerated

for generations to come;' says Gaffney. "So, I think my book is just

parents to tape record a wide variety of wonderful books

pi3rt of the effort to stem the flow of human misery resulting from

to be sent home so that their children are able to h_~ r

crime. Anything that can strengthen a man's (or woman's) purpose

mom or dad reading to them. For more information,.visit:

toward the support and care for his children can be influential in

www.homeplacepress.com]

changing his behavior." E
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Surviving
WAfl Down Under
Surviving the environment in
modern times or 25 million years
ago, the bottom line is still the same
- either a species does or it doesn't.
By Pat Spanjer
Base Survival School
turned EWU geology major, wants to know if a regional
global climate change 25 million years ago may have
• / "r;;" ;I.,...
u;'\·r,'_r-"-tc,r1 extinction of some fish and turtle species on the continent
t •><>S?./: .. ·,. .•.
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as Australia . The dean of Eastern's College of Science,

and Engineering, Dr. Judd Case, wants to know how it may
,::n,,o , ::,lrtortorl the mammals.
traveled this past June to South Australia to spend a
dry, ancient basin near Lake Eyre. Touching down in
Bailey had to pinch himself to make sure he
wa sn't imagining his childhood dream of going to Australia . Case,
who had been to Australia a dozen times, was anxious to show his
student the site where they wou!d uncover ancient life.
They took in a little sightseeing in Adelaide, which Bailey
describes as "very metropolitan, like Seattle, but more
European . The people are incredible - amazingly friendly
there,,; he says.
They picked up tools and equipment from the
South Australia Museum . Case's long-time
connections at the museum had been
fru itful; the staff allows him to store his
tools of the trade he would otherwise
have to ship between the U.S. and
Austral ia.
They drove out to a "car camp," their
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home for the next month.

(25 million years ago) at the bottom of the rock exposure, while

It

like

the fossil remains of the animals near the top of the section were

survival school, according

living in a warmer climate," says Case of the ancient species they

to Bailey. "Judd's a hell of

uncovered . "This may be why we no longer see many of the

a cook on the campfire!"

animals from lower strata in the upper levels. We'll see what story

he says .

Gabe\t data on water temperature will tell."

wasn't

exactly

Every day, they got
into trucks with

Bailey says it was "fascinating to pull out pieces of tu rtle or

other

fish or a mammal tooth .)t was pretty cool to find crocodile teeth,

scientists and drove 20

the top predator in the area.) found some big chunks of a turtle

sand

that didn't look like it was from 25 _ ~illion years ago . It looked like

minutes

through

over backcountry tracks.

it died yesterday."

It was winter there, but
daytime

He attributes the preservation to the deposits being caked

temperatures

in sediments in a low-energy area where little oxygen and water

peaked in the mid-70s,
to

moved through to eat away at the creatures' remains .

bearable

Bailey's and Case's animal and sediment samples are now in a

40s at night. An avid

science lab at Eastern . Throughout the summer, Bailey processed

outdoorsman, Bailey had

them as he awaited the arrival of EWU's new assistant professor

just one complaint about

and geochemist, Dr. Carmen Nezat, formerly of the University of

dropping

the eight-hour fieldwork days: "The flies are bad in the outback,"

Michigan . Her expertise and mass spectrometer will help Bailey

he says. "They swarmed on us, 25, 50, 100 flies on your back

determine the temperature of the water at the time the fish and

a time ."

turtles lived and died . His findings will appear in his senior thesis.

The basin, once filled with water, teeming with witdlife, is

And maybe, if Bailey's research reveals a global warming

now covered with gypsum. Years of erosion have created cliffs on

trend occurred 25 million years ago, devastating some species

the sides that ma ke scientific discovery relatively easy, even down

and allowing others to flourish, this budding geochemist will

to the 22-25 million-year level.

help other scientists understand how Earth's creatures, including

"We think that the animals were living in a much colder time

X

humans, can survive current global warming trends .

EWU Alumni Voyage 2008

Have you always wanted to go down under? Eastern will take you there!
June 17-28, 2008
Thi s ina ugura l Alum ni Voyage t o Australia is exclu sive t o East ern alumni and fri ends. Experi ence
an Aborigin al vill age, Sydn ey Harbor, w in eri es, Au ss ie go lf, th e Great Barri er Reef, Ko al as and m ore!

Interested?

NEXT

Visit www.ewu.edu/australia08 or co nta ct Olga Baro n for m o re inform ation at
509 .57 0. 2524 o r obaron@ewu.edu .

4.5km
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www.ewu.edu1/austra1ia08
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start something big

Class

Notes

'07 Bryce Woodworth, BA electronic media
and filmic arts, directed the music video
lnchelium for the Colville musicians The
Jim Boyd Band . lnchelium was nominated
in the "Best Short Form Music Video/DVD"
category by the Native American Music
Awards, which will be held Oct. 6, 2007 in
Niagara Falls, N.Y.
'06 Jaime Ramirez, BA electronic media
and filmic arts, had his film Be My Friend
screened at the Seattle True Independent
Film Festival (STIFF) in June. Ramirez
received the STIFFY award for best voice
over. '06 Cody Wetherill, BA electronic
media and filmic arts, had his film Garden of
Weedin' screened at the festival as well.

'03 Staci Burns, BS communication studies,
was hired as the programs and science
coordinator for Mobius Kids in Spokane.
'03 Isaiah Justus Spencer, BAE health and
fitness, completed his third year teaching
physical education and coaching soccer
at Nate Mack Elementary in Henderson,
Nev. He also finished his master's in TESOL
(Teaching English to Speakers of Other
Languages) and bought his first home.
'02 David Cole, BA government, is
a reporter for the Lewiston Tribune in
Lewiston, Idaho.
'01 Ralph Hetzel, BA electronic media and
filmic arts, is living in Medical Lake, Wash.,
and studying to become a Catholic priest.

'OS and '03 Danielle Clark, MA and BA
education, recently completed three years
of teaching full time in the Wahluke and
Cheney school districts. She was awarded
an assistantship at WSU for the 2007-08
academic year that will pay for all of her
educational and living expenses while
she completes her course work for a PhD
specializing in early childhood special
education.

'01 Emili Morales-Kuchler, BA social
work, works at the Fort Lewis Regional
Corrections Facility, providing mental health
services with a special focus on chemical
dependency prevention and treatment.

'OS Sharli Maree Hayter, BA technical
communications, was hired as the new CEO
and executive director for Critical Care Inc., a
statewide nonprofit program in Alaska. She
is living in Ketchikan.

'00 and '96 Jennifer (French) Hansen,
MAE curriculum and instruction and BAE
reading, is a teacher at Finch Elementary in
Spokane. Jennifer and her husband,
'00 Todd Hansen BAB accounting, have
three kids, Andrew, Julia and Anneliese,
and plan to adopt a son from Bangkok.
Todd is a revenue auditor for the state of
Washington.

'04 Jennifer Aalgaard, BS communication
studies with a minor in journalism, was
promoted to Community Relations &
Marketing manager of Planned Parenthood
of Central Washington in Kennewick.
'04 Allison Benjamin, BS journalism with
a public relations emphasis, was promoted
from account coordinator to account
executive at Desautel Hege Communications
in Spokane.
'04 Kris Boustedt, '03 Thomas Brown, '03
Aaron Thomle and '03 Mike Duncan (all
electronic media and filmic arts graduates)
created the film, Collect All Four, which was
screened at the Seattle International Film
Festival. The lead actress in Boustedt's movie
is his wife, '04 Lindy Boustedt, BA general
management.
'04 and '96 Barbara Robinson, MAE music
education and BAE music composition, is
the K-12 Music Director for the Mary Walker
School District in Springdale, Wash.
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'00 and '98 Kriste Colley-Valdez, MS
applied psychology and BS developmental
psychology, is a life coach at the University
of Hawaii's Center on Disability Studies.

'00 Kerri Edwards Horter, BAE
mathematics, has two children. Her
daughter Mya was born April 27, 2004, and
her son Zane on March 20, 2006.

'99 David Bienus, BS biology, is the
veterinary technician for laboratory and
agriculture research animals at Pennsylvania
State University.
'99 Angelica Melendez, BAE elementary
education, and '97 Jesus Melendez, BAB
general management, are the proud parents
of triplets, Jessica, Samantha and Alyssa.
The girls were born April 15, 2007.
'97 Sara Holahan, BA liberal studies with
a minor in journalism, is deputy director of
the Mount Vernon City Library.

'96 Marcus Morris, BAE mathematics, is
an assistant principal in Salem, Ore. He
has been married six years and has two
daughters, Sydney and Hailey.
'95 Molly Gunsaulis, BS biology with a
minor in chemistry, received her doctorate
in dental surgery from Northwestern
University in 2000 and has recently
completed a two-year residency in pediatric
dentistry at the Children's Hospital in
Michigan. She plans to return to Spokane
Valley where she will open a pediatric dental
practice this fall.
'95 Kelleye Heydon, BA recreation
management, opened a gourmet chocolate
and candy store in Monroe.
'95 Amy Hughes, BS physical education, is
a regional manager working in the field of
pharmaceutical research and development.
She lives in Denver.
'94 Shannon Muir, BA radio-television, is
the project management coordinator at
Animation World Network in Los Angeles.
She's also authored a book, Gardner's Guide
to Writing and Producing Animation.

'93 Daniel Bachler, BS physical education,
and his business partner, '93 Jason Catlin,
BAB business administration, relocated
their mortgage brokerage business to a
larger office in downtown Vancouver, Wash.
Bachler and Catlin were members of Delta
Chi Fraternity at EWU. They started their
business, Catlin Capital, Inc., in 1997 in
Portland, Ore.
'91 James Braschler, BA business
administration, received his law degree
from Seattle University, concurrent with an
MBA from University of Phoenix. He lives in
Seattle with his wife, '90 Chris (Bingaman)
BS dental hygiene, and their two children.

'87 and '84 David Geist, MA and BA biology,
was pictured in a CNN Money.com article
that featured 20 great employers for college
graduates.
'81 Julie Reitmeier, BAE home economics
education, got her master's in counseling in
2002, and works as the senior counselor in
charge of an adolescent/family substance
abuse program in conjunction with the city
of Albuquerque and the Institute for Social
Research.

'80 and '74 Dave Chandler, MA public
administration and BA sociology, received a
unanimous vote to assume the role of director
of Human Resources for the city of Spokane in
August 2007. He held the same position in Walla
Walla for 10 years.

for the Special Education Department at the
academy.
'77 Nicholas Sweers, BA journalism, has
been named vice president of corporate
communications at Qwest. He is living in Denver.
'77 Ann O'Kelley Wetmore, BA dental hygiene,
received the Lorna J. Bruning Award for clinical
teaching excellence. She is an assistant clinical
professor in the Department of Periodontics/
School of Dental Hygiene atThe University of
Texas, Health Science Center at Houston.

'79 Evan Hanson, MA college instruction, is a
certified mediator. He works as a consultant for
a national church development company in
Colorado.
'78 Guy Gilberts, BA communication studies,
has joined the academic staff at Northwest
Academy in Naples, Idaho. Gilberts is responsible

'76 Cynthia Newport, BA visual arts, is in
Costa Rica learning Span ish after teaching
English in Taiwan for a year.

'75 and '71 Deena Killgore Heath, MA
college instruction and BA English, relocated
to Stockton, Calif., to become director of
that city's arts commission. She was the
former director of the Moscow, Idaho arts
commission.
'73 Dr. Gerald Kuwada, BS earth science, was
selected in 2006 by Podiatry Management
Magazine as one of 175 most influential
podiatric physicians and surgeons in America.
He was also honored in 2006 as one of the top
podiatric surgeons in Washington state and
the U.S. by The Research Council of America (a
consumer advocate organization.)

Alumni Photo Album
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Over the past year, Eastern alums.. have been . enjoY,ina
some great times together. Frorn ioutings at{i Marir1er.
baseball games in Seattle to social gatherings in the
nation's capital - coast to coast - there's always ·s omething fun going on when Eastern alumni get together.
Check out more photos from these and other alumni
events and see how you can get in on the good times at

www.ewu.edu/alumni.
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'66 Joseph Mosebar, BAE physical education,
and '65 Judith Mosebar, BAE visual arts,
have retired and are living on the Tri-City
Country Club golf course. They have five
grandchildren.

'63 Paul Wham, BA professional accounting,
spoke at BizStreet's "Connect With" series, as
one of Spokane's most successful businessmen.
He is the owner of Paul Wham, Inc., and has
more than 20 years experience as the founder
and CEO of three highly profitable businesses.

'65 Richard Clauss, MA school
administration, and his wife Patricia,
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
June 23, 2007.

of people who are responsive
meet your needs:'

www.ewu.edu/alumni.
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'61 Martha (Peggy) Speelman, BA sociology,
retired from Long Beach VA Healthcare System
and now works at Molina of California as a
medical staff coordinator. She stays busy doing
volunteer work with the Assistance League.

p,acKagi=st:o ;;,>f

'59 Junnosuke lno, BA education, moved
back to Japan after living in California the
past 25 years. He still plans to visit campus
whenever he can.
'54 Bill Ellis, BA early childhood education,
and his wife Carol celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary at Decades in Spokane
Valley July 26, 2007.

Eagle

■

,~~ ·~ arnages- - - - - - - - - 'OS and '04 Kelly Fuller, ME special
'07 Kyle Comstock, BS nursing, married
'02 Angi Greenwalt, BA social work, Aug.

7, 2007. The couple lives in Liberty Lake.

'03 Jason Janosick, BAB marketing,

education and BAE, married '03 Kyle

married Kristen Fautch May 17, 2007, at the

Zeller, government, May 26, 2007. The

Flamingo Garden Chapel in Las Vegas. The

bride is a special education teacher in

couple lives in Spokane.

Spokane, and the groom is an attorney

'07 and '04 Allen Levine, MS physical

for the Spokane County Public Defender's

'03 Kelly Mccaw, BA English, married

education and BS exercise science,

office.

Tanner Steinhoff in the Blue Mountains June

married '06 Rachel Bower, BA finance, on
Oct. 13. The couple lives in Kirkland.

2, 2007. They live in Dayton.
'OS Jason Knowlton, BA professional
accounting, married '01 Melissa Smith,

'02 Barb Chamberlain, MA public

'07 Jordan Page, BAB professional

BA professional accounting, May 19, 2007

accounting, married Stefanie Ramires

in Coeur d'Alene. They live in Moses Lake.

administration, married Eric Abbott on July
7, 2007. The couple lives in Spokane.

'OS Nautice Pham, BA accounting,

'02 Wade Rooks, BAB human resource

married '03 Thanh-Thuy Truong, BA

June 30, 2007. The couple lives in
Spokane.

'07 Crystal Reiber, BAE reading, married

graphic communication, June 23, 2007.

management, married Rachel Lindsley Oct.
28, 2006, at the Mukogawa Fort Wright
Chapel. The couple lives in Spokane.

Philip Clapin July 29, 2007. The couple

They live in Spokane Valley after a

lives in Airway Heights.

honeymoon in the Dominican Republic.

'06 Janae Gallion, BAB marketing,

'OS Noah Seagreaves, BAE mathematics,

married Jeff Jones July 7, 2007. They live

and Breanne Smith married Sept. 9, 2006

16, 2006, at the First Church of the Nazarene

in Simpsonville, S.C.

at Arbor Gate. They live in Spokane.

in Spokane. The couple lives in Spokane.

'06 James Pendergrass, BAB marketing,

'04 Gerald Bergstrom, BS biology,

'00 Kara N. Wall, BAE reading, married Eric

married Cathlynn Greene June 21, 2007 in

and '79 Lois Turner Bradford, BA

John Boyles July 7, 2007. The couple lives in

Alabama . She is a student at EWU and he

communication studies, married April 2,

Spokane Valley.

is serving in the Army, stationed at Fort

2005. The couple lives in Spokane Valley.

Bragg, N.C.

'01 Ryan James Kroum, BA communication

'04 Amie Nicholson, BS dental hygiene,

'06 Chris Solvang, BS nursing, married

married 'OS Jeremy Wheeler, BA general

Nicole Busch in Seattle July 21, 2007, at-,

management, Aug. 25, 2006. The couple

Assumption Catholic Church. Both work as

lives in Tumwater.

critical care RNs in the Seattle area.

'04 Brandon Simchuk, BS computer

'06 Kiley White, BA governmental pre-

information systems, married '04 and '02

law, married Cory Lyons March 10, 2007,

Jaclyn Tininenko, MA and BA social work,

at the Dance Street Ballroom in Spokane.

Dec. 29, 2006, at Tera Sol Beach in Cabo

The couple lives in Spokane.

San Lucas, Mexico.

'06 Kristen Wright, BAE special

'04 Erin Thomas, BS dental hygiene,

education, married '03 Vince Endahl, BS

married '04 Travis Reed, BA exercise

computer information systems, Feb. 24,

science, in 2003. The couple lives in

2007. The couple lives in Spokane.

Florida.

'OS Grant Bishop, BA computer science,

'04 Rebecca Marie Zerr, BA

married Jessica Herbes Feb. 16, 2007. The

communication disorders, married '04

couple lives in Spokane.

Michael Ryan Guffy, BA history, May 25,
2007. The couple lives in Kent.

'OS Cheryl Harris, BA outdoor recreation,
married Ray Kneeland May 26, 2007, at

'03 Brian Buchmann, BAB marketing,

Flathead Lake in Polson, Mont. The couple

married Jody Paschall Sept. 23, 2007,

lives in San Francisco and will soon be

at the Wenatchee home of the bride's

moving to Phoenix.

parents. They are living in Seattle.

studies, married Shelley Marie Miller Dec.

'98 Christina Sappho Katz, BA urban and
regional planning, married James Shell
April 27, 2007, in Jamaica. They are living in
Anacortes.
'98 and '95 Justin Wilson, MA and BA
business administration, married Estee Berg
July 7, 2007 at St. Aloysius Catholic Church.
The couple lives in Spokane.

'96 Susan Anderson, BA developmental
psychology, married Alexander Abraxas
March 31, 2007 in Hollywood, Fla., where
the couple is living.
'93 Darren Proszek, BA business
administration, married Nichole Hand May
19, 2007. The couple lives in Spokane.
'91 and '82 Margarita Alferrez, MA early
childhood education and BAE reading,
married Eric Johnson June 28 in Las Vegas.
The couple lives in Spokane.
'90 Amy Sturtz, BAE mathematics, married
Ryan Som July 8, 2007 at Mid-Valley Baptist
Church in Dryden. They live in Airway
Heights.
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Memor1am
'04 and '03 Alwyn L. Jackson, 33, MA and
BA social work, died July 15, 2007. A former
member of the National Guard, he had been the
recipient of the Army Service ribbon and the Air
Reserve Meritorious Medal. He was pursuing his
PhD in social work at the time of his death.
'04 Ryan Carter Shearer, 25, BAB human
resource management, died Aug. 14, 2006. He
was an Eagles hockey player for four years.

'90s

_ _ __ _

'91 and '82 Michael Randy Holmes, MA
technical writing and BA creative writing, died
April 22, 2007. A Bronze Star and three-time
Purple Heart recipient, Holmes became a
police officer in Pemberton, N.J., after leaving
the Marines. He then worked as a journalist
and finally a college professor, before retiring
in 2004. Holmes was a lifetime member of
M.E.N.S.A. and the V.F.W.

'80s

_

___ _

'89 Lucile C. Kounkel, 75, BA liberal studies
with a minor in social work, died June 2, 2007.
She was a longtime member ofThe Sons of
Norway and volunteered for many years at the
Our Place Food Bank.
'86 Judy A. Duncan, 62, BAE reading, died
April 1, 2007. She became a Sister of Perpetual
Adoration after graduating high school, and
taught for awhile as Sister Robert Ann at St.
Francis Xavier and St. Augustine. She obtained
her degree from EWU after leaving the convent.

'82 and '78 Susan Kathleen Jones, 60, MA
and BA education, died Feb. 22, 2007. She was
very involved in home economics education.
'81 Marla Spooner, 61 , BA applied psychology, died May 26, 2007. Most of her working
life was spent as the director of the YMCA's
Children's Daycare in Spokane, where she
touched the lives of many children.
'80 Larry W. Drotz, 62, MS social work, died
Dec. 18, 2005. He worked at the Washington
State School for the Deaf and Blind until he
retired in 2000.

'79 Willard F. Perry, 75, BA applied psychology, died Dec. 21, 2003.
'76 Grace D. Hanson, 61, BA social work, died
June 24, 2006.
'76 Patrick Jude Raymond, 53, BA psychology, died Apr. 27, 2007. He was a registered
nurse for more than 25 years.
'75 Scott Brady, 55, BA psychology, died May
30, 2007. He lived the last 16 years of life in the
Everglades in Florida working for the Flamingo
Lodge Resort.
'75 Jay D. Steele, 58, BA psychology, died May
21, 2007 in Palm Beach, Fla.
'73 Richard L. McMillan, 59, BA psychology,
died June 19, 2007. He served in the Marine
Corps Reserve from 1969-1975, then worked
for The Spokesman-Review until retiring in
2003 .

'71 Gary Casperson, 60, BA communications
studies, died Nov. 15, 2006. He served in the
Army in Korea and worked as a harbormaster
for the Port of Anacortes for several years before joining the Guemes Island ferry crew. He
recently retired as a master captain.
'71 Susan Carole Knipfer, 58, BA administrative office management, died June 3, 2007.
She lived in Ardenvoir in the Entiat Valley.

'60s

_

___ _

'69 David L. Richardson, 67, BA general business, died Jan. 4, 2006.
'68 Dave F. Middleton, 61, BA economics and
government, died Aug. 19, 2006.
'67 Pennie J. Coffey, 60, BA industrial technology, died in April 2006.
'67 Marty O'Brien, 63, BA physical education,
died July 15, 2007. He was an excellent coach
from the exemplar athletic program at Ephrata,
having led the high school basketball program
to several state championships.
'65 Charles J. Keuthan, 67, BA economics,
died Sept. 29, 2006.
'61 Robert P. Payton, 69, BA general business,
died March 20, 2006.
'61 Mina M. Wold, 69, BA elementary education, died Feb. 20, 2007. She taught at Sheridan Elementary School for 30 years and was
the first teacher in the Spokane Public Schools
District to be named Teacher of the Year. She
retired in 1992.

Marilynn "Sam" Lietz,
('78 BA Communication Studies)
as the Integrated Service Delivery
for Information Technology for
>rt:.,ntr·:::il lntt:.,llin,on,~,:,

Agency, was selected (out

to receive the Meritorious
the Director of the CIA. This

'59 Mary Williams, 68, MA curriculum specialist, died June 11, 2006, in Cheney.
'57 Warren E. Morgan, 96, MA school administration, died April 9, 2007. A lifetime educator, Morgan worked as an elementary school
principal from 1942-1956, then as assistant
superintendent of personnel from 1956-1965.
'56 William H. Durham, 80, MA education
died June 25, 2007. A World War II veteran, .,
Durham lived his entire life in Spokane as a
teacher and principal for several schools in the
area .
'55 Charles W. Booth, 77, BA geography, died
June 15, 2007. Charles spent most of his life in

the car business, first in Pullman, then later in
Spokane at Mccullum Ford, where he worked
for 23 years.
'55 Willard C. Julum, 74, BA education, died
May 9, 2007. A former Eagles football player
and ASEWU president, Julum went on to teach
and serve on the Dieringer School Board.
'54 Beverly Ann Pearson, 74, BAE education,
died July 4, 2007, in Spokane.
'53 and '48 Robert K. Charles, 81, MA social
sciences and BA early childhood education,
died in January 2006. A veteran of the U.S.
Navy, Charles began his teaching career at Port
Townsend -and retired in 1979 as principal in
the Clover Park School District.
'53 and '41 Marvin Shadduck, 93, MAE
education and BAE early childhood education, died May 14, 2007. A star Eagles football

player, he was later called on to toss the coin
for Eastern's millennium homecoming game.
He served as a teacher and principal.
'52 Norman E. Sanders, 78, BA early childhood education, died Dec. 16, 2006, in Kihei,
Hawaii.
'SO Stanley B. Jump, 89, BA education, died
June 19, 2007. A fine arts teacher, Stanley
was also a capable tap and ballroom dancer,
harmonica player, wrestler and archer. He was
a World War II veteran .

'40s

_ _ __ _

'48 Alfred Edwin Fredekind, 91, BA education, died March 16, 2007, in Tacoma. He joined
the Navy as a pilot instructor in World War II,

and became a teacher after he left the military.
'44 Clarissa J. Reins, BA education, died April
2, 2007.
'44 Ruby Williamson, 82, BA education, died
April 10, 2007. She taught school for many
years in Spokane, retiring from education in
1979.
'43 Lawrence D. Fox, 83, BA education, died
Jan . 29, 2007 in Grandview.
'42 and '39 Hillford B. Anderson, 90, BA early
childhood education and three-year teaching
certificate, died April 14, 2007. He worked with
the Okanogan School District for 35 years.
'42 Lynn Dupin, 86, BA music, died Jan. 13,
2007. She performed as a soloist mezzo-sopra no in operas, oratorios and recitals across the
United States, but returned to the Northwest

to teach at Central Washington University,
where she remained for 18 years.
'40 Harry J. Zier, 90, BA social sciences, died
Nov. 30, 2006, in Seattle.

'30s

____ _

'37 Margaret Comegys Downing, 91, oneyear teaching certificate, died July 14, 2007.
She taught for 30 years in Chelan and Seattle
schools.
'32 Dorothy Brislawn Amend, 94, three-year
teaching certificate, died May 25, 2007. She
taught first grade for seven years before marrying in 1939.

'27 Virginia McBride, 97, two-year teaching
certificate in early childhood education, died
July 26, 2006.
'25 Norma R. Wills, 102, BA education, died
May 29, 2007. She taught in a one-room
schoolhouse, and many of the residents of
Pomeroy who've now raised two generations
of their own were her students.

Faculty/Staff
Loretta Cannon died Jan . 5, 2007. She retired
from payroll in 1996 after 22 years of service.
Dr. Mary B. Johnston, former EWU professor
of Home Economics, died Aug. 9, 2007. She
was a professor for 12 years before retiring in
1982.
Wayne Loomis died Feb. 7, 2007. He retired
from facilities in 1982 after 20 years of service.
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·nnikinick' Grows Again
By Pat Spanjer

"Kinnikinick" likely rings a bell for tens of thousands

The first female chair of the board of trustees in the 1920s and

of Eastern alumni. It served as the name of the

advocate for women in professional careers is honored through the
Mary Monroe Society ($250,000-$500,000).

yearbook from 1911-1972. There's no written record

After being elected governor of Washington in 1933, Dr. Clarence

that reveals why that name was selected. Perhaps it

Martin fulfilled his dream of a four-year college in Cheney. Clarence

was influenced by this region's rich Native American

Daniel Martin Society ($500,000-$1 million) pays tribute to him.

history. Or it may have been named after a plant

Benjamin P. Cheney Society ($1 million or more) recognizes the

generosity of the transportation industrialist who contributed $10,000

native to this region.

to fulfill the vision of area citizens who had long desired an institution

Merriam-Webster's Dictionary traces the word to "Algonquian

of higher learning.

origin, akin to Massachusett kinnukkinuk mixture, comprised of dried

t

j

Legacy Society recognizes individuals

leaves and bark and sometimes tobacco smoked by the Indians and

and families who, through their estate

pioneers especially in the Ohio valley:'Ohio-born Civil War commander
and 18th U.S. President Ulysses Grant often enjoyed puffing on a pipe

plans, have established planned gifts of

full of kinnikinick. Letters penned by settlers left documentation

any size benefiting EWU. E

that kinnikinick was a staple on westward trails. According to one

~~ Ll

such account, it was a "pleasant and not intoxicating" substitute for

~

tobacco.
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi is also called bearberry for its red berries ,,:,

~
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the Northern Hemisphere, the evergreen groundcover's berries have
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berries into jams, jellies and sauces. The plant's leaves, rich in tannin,

"'-.• , ,

have been used for tanning leather.

~

~

·
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Now Eastern's new annual giving society has been dubbed
"Kinnikinick Society:' Kinnikinick Society members are like the

\

"

I

flourishing evergreen perennial that spreads across the region

.1).IA~';_, /

(including Eastern's campus gardens). They are donors who contribute

() ')J ·/'f;:

any amount to EWU three or more consecutive calendar years.
introducing giving societies that honor Eastern's traditions
and people who have shaped the University.
1882 Society (formerly University Associates), named

for the year Eastern was founded, recognizes supporters

~

1

,//f l
~ <

The largest new lifetime giving society being unveiled
is Presidents Society ($25,000-$100,000 giving level),

g'

named for ~he presidents who guided the University to its
present eminence.
I
·
William J. Sutton Society ($100,000-$250,000) gets its

name from the man who organized the first public school

and professor of math and histor: ~ "\/.
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in Cheney, serving as Cheney Normal School's principal
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Beginning with the 2008 calendar year, EWU is also

who contribute $1,000 or more annually.
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been used by Haida for kidney ailments. Okanogan and Colville tribes
collected the berries for cooking with venison and salmon, and for
drying into cakes to be eaten with salmon eggs. Settlers made the
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enjoyed by bears and other woodland animals. Found throughout
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Join (or rejoin) us! For more information and continued
updates, visit www.ewu.edu/alumni or call the EWU Alumni
Office at 509.359.4550 or 888.EWU.ALUM.

Tradition, Connections, Opportuni91

OCTOBER - - - - - - - - - - ~ NOVEMBER - - - - - - - - - - - - .
10

18

20

26

27

Eastern Edge: Sustaining Smiles - EWU launches
Regional Initiatives for Dental Education (RIDE).
Speaker and luncheon, 11 :30 a.m .-1 p.m., Les
Schwab Room , Spokane Veterans Memorial Arena,
Spokane, Cost: $20. Sponsored by STCU.
Visit www.ewu.edu/easternedge
First-time Home Buyers Workshop - Sponsored by
Countrywide Home Loans, 6:30 p.m., EWU Learning
Center, Spokane Valley Mall (second floor by Sears).
Cost: FREE
Oktoberfest Island Zest - EWU Libraries annual
fundraiser; 6-10:30 p.m., JFK Library on EWU
campus. Live music, silent and live auctions
(featuring trip and entertainment packages,
sporting adventures, artwork, gift baskets,
computers and much more), food, wine
and beer tasting (nonalcoholic beverages
available). Cost: $30/$150 for tables of six.
Visit www.ewu.edu/oktoberfest or call
509.359.2264.
Pregame Party, VIP Room, Hard Rock Cafe Sacramento, Cailf., 6 p.m. Cost: $20
(includes dinner and football game
ticket in EWU section).
EWU Football vs. Sacramento State 2:05 p.m., Sacramento, Calif.

2

Homecoming G.O.L.D. (Graduates of the Last
Decade) Beer Tasting - 5:30 p.m., Steam Plant
Grill, 159 S. Lincoln, Spokane. Sponsored by
Liberty Mutual.

2

Homecoming 2007 - Blast from the Past
6 p.m. Parade, First Street, Cheney
7 p.m. Bonfire, First and G streets, Cheney
8 p.m. Bed races, First Street, Cheney

3

The Colleges of Arts and Letters and Social and
Behaviorial Sciences Tailgate - 11 :30 a.m.- 2
p.m., Patterson Hall, $5. More details at
www.ewu.edu/alumnibbq.

3

Homecoming EWU Football vs.
Northern. Colorado - 2:05 p.m.,
Woodward Field. The first 100 people to
stop by the alumni booth will receive a free gift.

18

Pregame Party, EWU Basketball vs. University
of Washington - Don James Room, University of
Washington, Seattle. More details to
come at www.ewu.edu/alumni.

23-24 The Great Alaska Shootout Alumni
Gatherings - Anchorage, Alaska. More
details to come at www.ewu.edu/alumni.

30

Governor Martin Alumni House Raffle - More
details to come at www.ewu.edu/alumni.

lnthat's Going on in Your World?
Good news to share? New job? Change of address? Tell us so that we
ca n update records and share your news with alumni and friends in an
upcoming issue of Eastern magazine .

Please send to:
EWU Alumni Advancement
506 F Street, Cheney, WA 99004-2402
Call: 888.EWU.ALUM (398.2586) or
509.359.4550; Fax: 509.359.4551

r - ---------------------------------------·
Name _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ (Former Name) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
ClassYear(s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Degree (s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _~ - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _.:___ _ _ __
Is address new?

Phone(s) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

E-mail (s) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

News _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

A Driving Force Behind EWU Students
"I am proud of my accomplishment and the education I received during my time at Eastern. Just like the degree that hangs on the wall in .
my office, the EWU plate shows everyone my Eagle Pride! At the same time I'm showing my colors, I'm also able to give back a little to the
University through the purchase of the plate. It's not a huge expense to me, but it's a really cool way to be one of the many EWU supporters
who help provide scholarships. Go Eags!"
Brendan Genther ('00, BA business) general manager, Holiday Inn Express, downtown Spokane
By putting that plate on his car, Brendan Genther's showing his support for EWU students, today and into the future, with $28 of the $30
specialized plate fee going toward scholarships at Eastern.
If you want to find out how you can add to the more than $130,000 in scholarship money raised so far from these special plates, contact the
Olympia Department of Licensing or go to the EWU alumni website, www.ewualumni.org, for an application.
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